
Portrait Photography Contract

Client: __________________________ Phone:____________________

Address __________________________

______________________________________

______________________________________

Description of Photographic Services to be Provided

# Head and shoulders
# Three quarters or full length standing
# Action or implied motion

Charges  
The package fee is based on the Photographer’s Standard Price List.  The standard

package includes three images as high quality JPG image files often referred to as digital
negatives.  All other images are purchased per image.  The photographs provided in the package
may not include all of the photographs taken.  It is at the Photographer’s discretion to choose
appropriate photograph’s to include.

Package Fee......................................................................$188.00
Additional Images............................................................$   95.00

The parties have read both the front and back of this agreement and agree to all its terms.  

Client Signature_____________________ Date______________________________

Photographer_______________________ Date______________________________



Terms and Conditions

1. Photographer Indemnity. Client understands that movement, any kind of movement, can be
dangerous and cause injury.  Client agrees to indemnify Photographer against any and all liability
of injury.  Further, client agrees to let Photographer know if they have any concerns about
performing a requested movement such as a leap, standing on toes, etc.

2. Copyright and Reproductions. The Photographer shall own the copyright in all images
created.  The Photographer shall only make reproductions for the Client or for the Photographer’s
portfolio, samples, self-promotions, entry in photographic contests or art exhibits, editorial use,
or for display within or on the outside of the Photographer’s studio.  If the Photographer desires
to make other uses, the Photographer shall not do so without first obtaining the permission of the
Client.

3.  Client’s Usage.  The Client is obtaining JPG files for personal use only, and shall not sell
resulting files.  The JPG files are not licensed for any commercial use including but not limited to
advertising or other promotional uses.

4. Failure to Perform. If the Photographer cannot perform this Agreement due to a fire or other
casualty, strike, act of God, or other cause beyond the control of the parties, or due to
Photographer’s illness, then the Photographer shall return any deposit paid by the Client to the
Client but shall have no further liability with respect to the Agreement. This limitation on
liability shall also apply in the event that photographic materials are damaged in processing, lost
through camera or computer malfunction, lost in the mail, or otherwise lost or damaged without
fault on the part of the Photographer. In the event the Photographer fails to perform for any other
reason, the Photographer shall not be liable for any amount in excess of the retail value of the
Client’s order.

5. Photographer. The Photographer may substitute another photographer to take the
photographs in the event of Photographer’s illness. In the event of such substitution,
Photographer warrants that the photographer taking the photographs shall be a competent
professional.

6. Photographer’s Standard Price List. The charges in this Agreement are based on the
Photographer’s Standard Price List. This price list is adjusted periodically and future orders shall
be charged at the prices in effect at the time when the order is placed.

7. Miscellany. This Agreement incorporates the entire understanding of the parties. Any
modifications of this agreement must be in writing and signed by both parties. Any waiver of a
breach or default hereunder shall not be deemed a waiver of a subsequent breach or default of
either the same provision or any other provision of this Agreement.  This Agreement shall be
governed by the laws of the State of Colorado.


